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Alpha decay questions

1. What is the atomic mass number of the emitted Alpha particle?
2. Write the general form of alpha decay.
3. What is the number of protons in an alpha particle?
4. What is the number of neutrons in an alpha particle?
5. How do you write an alpha particle?
6. When Uranium-238 decays by alpha decay, how much will the mass number 

decrease by?
7. Neptunium-237 can decay to Protactinium via alpha decay.  What will be the 

mass number of the Protactinium isotope?
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Beta decay questions

1. What is the atomic mass number of the emitted beta particle?
2. Write the general form of beta decay.
3. What is a beta particle?
4. How do you write an beta particle?
5. When Sodium-22 decays by beta decay, how much will the proton number 

change by?
6. Technetium-99 can decay to Ruthenium via beta decay.  What will be the 

mass number of the Ruthenium isotope?



Which decay, and how can you tell?



Question 1

An atom of uranium-238            decays to form an atom of thorium-234

a) What type of radiation, alpha, beta or gamma, is emitted by uranium-238?

b) Why does an atom that decays by emitting alpha or beta radiation become an 
atom of a different element?

Question adapted from ExamPro



Question 2

       (technetium) is produced by the radioactive decay of             (molybdenum).

What change occurs in the nucleus of a molybdenum atom when this happens?

Question from ExamPro



Question 3

An atom of iodine-131 decays into an atom of xenon (Xe) by emitting a beta particle.

The decay of iodine-131 can be represented by the equation below.

Complete the equation by writing the correct number in each of the two boxes.

Question from ExamPro



Question 4
An atom of the isotope radon-222 emits an alpha particle and decays into an atom of 
polonium.

An alpha particle is the same as a helium nucleus. 
The symbol to the right represents an alpha particle.

a) How many protons and how many neutrons are there in an alpha particle?

Number of protons = ________

Number of neutrons = ________

b) The decay of radon-222 can be represented by the equation below.

   Complete the equation by writing the correct number in each of the two boxes.

Question adapted from ExamPro



Answers

1. a) alpha    b) number of protons changes, accept atomic number changes 
accept loses or gains protons

2. neutron becomes proton / neutron emits electron / neutron emits beta 
particle

3. 131 (top) and 54 (bottom)

4. a) 2 protons, 2 neutrons    b) 218 (top), 84 (bottom)


